CITY OF DELRAY BEACH

CONSTRUCTION REQUIRING A SEPARATE PERMIT

SUBMIT ON THE FOLLOWING TYPE OF APPLICATION FORM

**BUILDING APPLICATION:**
- Site Permit for Underground Drainage
- Privacy Wall or Fence
- Trellis
- Temporary Trailer (for sales/construction)
- Dock
- Demolition
- Gazebo
- Satellite Dish
- Dumpster Pad & Enclosure
- Trash Compactor
- Shutters
- Flag Poles
- Tents (electrical app. may be req.)
- Pools/Fountains
- Mail Kiosk
- Maintenance Building

**PLUMBING APPLICATION:**
- Gas (LP)
- Fire Sprinklers (3 sets of plans req.)
- Solar Panels

**MECHANICAL APPLICATION:**
- Fire Supp. System (3 sets of plans req.)
- Kitchen Hood & Exhaust Systems (3 sets of plans req.)
- Refrigeration (ice machines, walk-in coolers)
- New Duct Work

**ELECTRICAL APPLICATION:**
- Site Lighting
- Temporary Power Pole
- Low Voltage (phones, burglar alarms, computer lines)
- Fire Alarm (3 sets of plans req.)
- Timer for Irrigation System

**OTHER APPLICATIONS:**
- Tree Removal
- Paving: Interior & Perimeter Roads
- Irrigation (new, and repairs)
- Well
- Signs